Abstract. We develop a generic tabu search heuristic for solving the well-known vehicle routing problem. This algorithm explores the advantages of simple local search and improvement heuristics as well as a complex meta-heuristic. The solutions generated by these heuristics are selected and assembled by a set-partitioning model to produce superior solutions. Computational experience on standard benchmark problems is discussed and comparisons with other up-to-date heuristic methods are provided.
Introduction
The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is an important management problem in the eld of physical distribution and logistics. A typical VRP can be stated as follows. There are n geographically distributed customers and a eet of m identical vehicles based at a given depot. The problem is to design m leastcost routes such that each customer is serviced exactly once and the total demand of all of the customers in each route does not exceed the capacity of the vehicle that is assigned to execute the route. (We x the value of m for simplicity). Mathematically, let v 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v n be n customers each with demand q 1 ; q 2 ; : : : ; q n respectively, and v 0 be the depot where m identical vehicles with capacity Q are based. Denote R 1 ; R 2 ; : : : ; R m as the vehicle routes for vehicle 1; 2; : : : ; m, each containing a speci c permutation of a disjoint subset of customers and the depot. The distance d ij is de ned over the arc (v i ; v j ) for any i; j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; ng. The object is to minimize the total distance over all routes such that the sum of customers' demands on each route does not exceed Q.
In practice, the VRP can be further complicated by various constraints that represent the di erent requirements of a delivery system. One such constraint is the maximum route length or maximum route time constraint that often arises in the service industry. It stipulates that the total travel time or travel distance cannot exceed a pre-de ned limit L for any route.
Due to its practical signi cance, the VRP has been extensively studied by a number of researchers duriing the past few decades. Since the VRP is a strong NP-hard problem, the majority of the research has focused on designing e cient and e ective heuristics. Most early heuristics for the VRP concentrated on constructing routes based on cost saving criteria, as represented by Clarke and Wright (1964) . These heuristics work fast, but their solutions can be easily improved by improvement procedures such as 2-opt (Lin, 1965) , 3-opt (Lin and Kernighan, 1973) , or-opt (Or, 1976) , etc. More recent heuristics, employing the advanced meta-heuristic techniques (e.g., tabu search), such as Osman (1993) , Taillard (1993) , Gendreau, Hertz and Laporte (1994) , Rochat and Taillard (1995) , Stewart, Kelly and Laguna (1995) , Rego and Roucairol (1996) , and Xu and Kelly (1996) , have shown dramatically improved performance by obtaining near optimal solutions for most benchmark problems. However, these advanced heuristics often involve complicated neighborhood moves and solution strategies that are not easy to implement in practice.
In this paper, we explore ways to make use of simple construction and improvement heuristics to build solutions that are competitive or better than those obtained by the more complicated algorithms. The simple heuristics we are considering have several common characteristics: (1) they are simple, easy to code and work fast; (2) they are exible enough to handle practical constraints; (3) they are parameterized or seeded, and are able to produce di erent solutions using various parameter values or seeds. (4) they are myopic or greedy, and may produce infeasible solutions. In general, the solution quality yielded by these simple heuristics are poor compared with those obtained by recent meta-heuristics reported in the literature.
We consider that a poor solution produced by a simple heuristic may contain a subset of \good" routes. Based on this, we devise a two-phase procedure for the VRP. In the rst phase, we use simple heuristics to generate a sufcient number of distinctive routes. Then, in the second phase, we identify the \good" routes and assemble these into a much improved solution using a set-partitioning heuristic. Figure 1 illustrates an example with ten customers and three vehicles of this two-phase procedure. In this example, three di erent solutions are generated in the rst phase. Note that the third solution is infeasible since customer 1 is not routed. Each solution contains one \good" route (as circled in the gure). We identify these routes in the second phase and nd a better feasible solution by assembling them into a new consolidated solution. We employ a set-partitioning model to carry out the consolidation task in the second phase. This approach has been partially addressed by several researchers in the past (i.e., Cullen, Jarvis and Rati , 1981; Rochat and Taillard, 1995) . In particular, Taillard (1996) presents a column generation method for the heterogeneous eet VRP. The heuristic proposed here requires use of innovative search techniques since the set-partitioning problem is a NP-hard problem.
In this paper, we develop a Tabu Search heuristic to approximately solve it.
Additionally, since simple heuristics may not produce all of the routes appear-ing in the best solutions, and the set-partitioning model is not solved exactly (or the set-partitioning model may be infeasible), we enhance the process by creating new routes during the search process. We have designed two patching procedures to handle the cases where customers are \over-covered" (included in more than one route) and where customers are not \covered" (excluded from all routes). The approach advocated here has similarities to the method proposed by Rochat and Taillard (1995) . Both methods attempt to intelligently combine routes generated by local search techniques. In this paper, we utilize a large set of routes and produce new solutions using elaborate patching procedures combined with tabu search. In contrast, Rochat and Taillard use a small set of initial routes and create new solutions using probabilistic selection combined with local improvement procedure. Their local search method involves the use of one of the most e cient tabu search algorithm proposed by Taillard (1993) . In addition, they utilize CPLEX, the commercial integer programming solver, to solve the set-partitioning model as the post-optimization. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe our algorithm to solve the VRP. This includes descriptions of the two generation methods that produce the initial pool, one is based on the simple randomized weighted saving method (Paessens, 1988) , and another is an adaptation of a more complicated heuristic using ejection chain moves determined by a network ow model (Xu and Kelly, 1996) . We then describe the tabu search heuristic for the set-partitioning model. In section 3, we report our computational experience on a set of standard benchmark problems, and provide comparisons with recent heuristics. Section 4 summarizes our ndings. In this section, we develop a heuristic for solving the VRP. This heuristic has two phases, namely the Generation phase which is used to produce the initial pool of routes, and the Integration phase which is used to nd a high quality solution by solving the set-partitioning model . We describe these two phases in the following two subsections.
2.1. Generation. The Generation phase is used to produce the initial pool of N >> m routes for the set-partitioning model. Generally, any heuristic that is able to produce a large number of di erent routes can be employed in Generation. The generic procedure for the Generation phase is described as follows.
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Although the foregoing procedure is generic, the heuristic it employs in
Step 1 is problem speci c. For example, for the VRP with time windows (VRPTW), the heuristic must address the additional time window constraints so that the routes it creates are feasible. The route pool can be also generated using historic data, parallel computing, combinations of various heuristics, and other methods. In practice, the Generation phase could be independent of the Integration phase. The best feasible solution (if any) found during Generation is recorded and serves as the starting solution for the Integration phase.
Since there is no guarantee that construction heuristics will produce a feasible solution for a given number of vehicles, the Generation phase may terminate without identifying a feasible solution.
In this paper, we describe the two heuristics for generating the pool. One is based on the weighted savings proposed by Paessens (1988) . The other is an adaptation of an advanced Tabu Search algorithm developed by Xu and Kelly (1996) .
Weighted Savings method. The classic savings heuristic (i.e., Clarke and Wright, 1964) Gaskell (1967) , Yellow (1970) and Paessens (1988) .
In particular, Paessens proposed the weighted savings measure as follows. and g with random values from uniform distributions so it intends to produce diversi ed solutions. Since the method is construction-based, the general quality of the routes in the pool is poor, although it is likely to produce some high quality routes. We apply a 3-opt heuristic for the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) to each route for improvement purposes.
Xu and Kelly's Tabu Search Heuristic. Xu and Kelly's algorithm is a complex tabu search algorithm that is able to produce high quality solutions for the basic VRP (with capacity constraints only). The core of the algorithm uses a mixture of the two neighborhood moves, one is the ejection-chain-based move that is determined by a network ow model, and the other is the swap move that simply exchanges two customers between routes. The ejection chain move (Glover, 1992) can produce a more e cient and more diversi ed move than a single insertion move. The capacity constraint is relaxed by introducing a penalty term that is added to the solution cost. The algorithm incorporates dynamic search that determines the value of the penalty parameters according to search feedback. Additionally, the heuristic employs an intensi cation strategy using elite solution recovery. This algorithm is able to obtain good solutions (i.e., within 5% of the best) in small amounts of computer time and locates very high quality (optimal or near-optimal) solutions when allowed to run for extended periods of time. More importantly, the routes collected by this algorithm are diverse and of uniform quality.
The original algorithm developed by Xu and Kelly (1996) Note that the foregoing modi cation does not alter the performance of the algorithm when applied to problems that do not contain route length restrictions. The algorithm has not been tuned for problems including route length constraints. Even though a better set of algorithm parameters may exist, the goal here is to show that even an \un-tuned" algorithm can be used during the Generation phase.
2.2. Integration. After N routes are generated in Generation, we employ the set-partitioning model to select m routes and assemble these into a solution. First we present the mathematical formulation for the set-partitioning model. For that, let c j be the cost (in this case, the route length) of route j, and a ij be a binary number that equals one if and only if route j contains customer i. Moreover, we de ne x j as the binary decision variable such that x j = 1 if and only if route j is selected for the solution. The integer programming model is formulated as:
(1) subject to: X j a ij x j = 1; i = 1; : : : ; n;
x j 2 f0; 1g; j = 1; : : : ; N:
In the foregoing formulation, the objective function is to minimize the sum of the route lengths. Constraint (2) speci es that every customer must be covered in the solution exactly once. (This constraint is relaxed in the subsequent heuristic to allow for over-coverages.) In addition, we note that if the number of vehicles m is xed, we may add the following constraint:
We now describe a Tabu Search (TS, Glover, 1986) algorithm for this setpartitioning problem. The basic TS approach is to search for globally optimal solutions with the assistance of adaptive memory procedures. At each iteration, candidate neighborhood moves are evaluated that lead from the current solution to a new solution. Restrictions are imposed to classify certain moves tabu and thus forbid (or discourage) their selection. Conventionally, a nontabu move with the highest evaluation is selected, although aspiration criteria permits su ciently attractive moves to be selected in spite of their tabu status.
The algorithm terminates after a pre-de ned number of iterations or a similar stopping rule is satis ed. Intensi cation and diversi cation strategies are highly important components for TS. For many applications, they can signi cantly enhance the performance of basic TS. More speci cally, intensi cation strategies encourage move combinations by including/excluding good/bad solution attributes found historically, while diversi cation strategies drive the search into unexplored solution space. In this paper, we assume that the reader is at least somewhat familiar with TS. Comprehensive details of the method are given in Glover (1995 Glover ( ,1996 . Below, we describe the components of the set-partitioning heuristic.
Initial Initially, mark all customers as \uncovered". We select a route from the pool with the maximum number of uncovered customers, and mark the uncovered customers in that route as \covered". We repeat the process until m routes are selected. This greedy solution is often infeasible as it may not cover the entire customer set. However, the set-partitioning heuristic can start with an infeasible solution.
The neighborhood move is de ned as the swap operation that replaces a route in the current solution by a route not in the solution. Since each route in the pool is unique, the swap may cause some customers to appear in the solution more than once, and other customers may not be covered. We address these two problems by using the two patching procedures described below.
Patching Procedure 1: Removing Multi-Covered Customers. This procedure removes multi-covered customers from all but one route. Since such a customer appears in multiple routes, we need to determine from which route(s) it should be removed. We determine this using a greedy procedure: for all multi-covered customers and their residence routes, nd the pair of one customer and its residence route that would produce the maximum cost savings if the customer is removed. If the customer now appears only once in the solution, drop it from the multi-covered customer list. Repeat this process until there are no multi-covered customers in the solution.
Note that this procedure requires little problem structure (since removing customers from feasible routes normally does not violate constraints) and is generic for most VRP problems. Furthermore, after removing the multi-covered customers, the resulting solution is always better than the original solution.
Patching Procedure 2: Inserting Uncovered Customers. This procedure is used to insert uncovered customers into routes in the current solution while simultaneously satisfying the capacity and route length constraints. We again use a greedy procedure to achieve this. Our VRP problem considers the capacity and route length constraints. For each uncovered customer, we rst check to see if the capacity constraint would be violated if the customer is inserted into a certain route. If not, we then nd the least-cost insertion position and calculate the would-be route length after inserting the customer at that position. If the length satis es the route length constraint, we consider the insertion as feasible.
The procedure selects the least-cost feasible insertion among all combinations of uncovered customers and routes, and executes the selected insertion. The procedure repeats until no uncovered customers are available or no feasible insertions are available. This procedure may not insert all uncovered customers into the routes, and in that case the resulting solution is still infeasible. Unlike patching procedure 1, this procedure is relevant to the problem structure. The two patching procedures are executed (as needed) for every move evaluation.
Since both procedures are greedy, it is likely that a \patched" solution will duplicate a previous solution after applying the two procedures. A is also added to S(r)(r 2 S(A)). If the new route A is added to replace an existing route B, then B is required to be removed from S(r)(r 2 S(B)) . As we mentioned above, since the similar lists are symmetric (A 2 S(B) () B 2 S(A)), and B 2 S(rjr 2 S(B)), it is easy to implement the removal operation.
In practice, we may x the size of the similar list. If B is the similar route of route A, and is to be added to S(A) while S(A) is already full, we nd a route C 2 S(A), such that jS(C)j = max r2S(A) fjS(r)jg. We remove C from S(A) (as well as removing A from S(C)), and then add B to S(A) (as well as adding A to S(B)). This is done because C has more similar routes, and is more likely to be exchanged.
In practice, since the pool and similar list could be large, we may further reduce the size of candidate list using random sampling. For a swap move, we only swap the route in the solution with a limited number of routes randomly selected from its similar list. Random sampling also provides a level of diversi cation and greatly reduces the chance of cycling. Moreover, the percentage of the random sampling, controls the degree of intensi cation and diversi cation. If only few candidates are randomly selected from the similar list for a swap move, the move produces diversi cation. On the other hand, if we select a large proportion candidates, the resulting move results in search intensi cation.
Short Term Memory. In basic tabu search, the tabu restrictions are controlled through short term memory to prevent the search from revisiting solutions, and thus avoiding being trapped in local optima. The usual function of the TS restriction is to prevent move reversals.
First we consider a swap move. When we exchange route A in the solution with route B not in the solution, we impose the TS restriction on A and do not allow it to move back to the solution for a certain number of iterations. (The number of iterations is called tabu tenure since it governs the duration that the TS restriction is in e ect.) Typically, for a swap move, we also forbid B to be removed from the solution for a period of time. However, we nd that this two-direction restriction is too restrictive for our swap moves. This is because our two patching procedures may bring several changes into the solution not limited to route B and also may change route B into another route. For these reasons, our TS restriction is not only applied to A, but is also applied to any routes that are moved out of the solution to prevent them from moving back into the current solution. (Note that only route A is moved out by the swap procedure, other routes move out of the solution as the consequence of applying the patching heuristics.)
The TS restriction can be overridden if the move would lead to a \good enough" solution which is determined by the aspiration criteria. In this application, we simply employ the standard aspiration criterion which is to ignore the tabu status of a move if the move produces a new best solution in the search.
Long Term Memory. Long term memory is an important technique in TS.
We use long term memory solely for diversi cation in this implementation. The long term memory collects frequency information, to create the inducements for searching solution space regions that have not been visited thoroughly, and to create penalties for searching regions already frequently visited.
To achieve this, we record the residence frequency for each route in the pool that is the number of times that route appears in the solution. Let f(r) denote that frequency for route r. Initially, all f(r) are set to zero. At each iteration, the f(r) is updated as:
f(r) = f(r) + 1 if r is in the solution.
We use f(r) to discourage routes with high frequencies from being included in the solution and to encourage the routes that have appeared less frequently to move into the solution. To create the inducement/penalty, we normalize the frequency and scale by cost C, that is, Tf(r)= max r2P f(r) where T is a constant and P represents the pool. For the solution (R 1 ; R 2 ; : : : ; R m ), the penalty term is T P m i=1 f(R i )= max r2P f(r). This term is added to the move evaluation.
The collection of frequency information begins at the rst iteration. In the early stages of the search, the frequency information may be misleading since the collection is not su cient. Therefore we apply the long term memory penalty only after a certain number of iterations have elapsed in order to create penalties relying on more reliable frequency information.
Strategic Oscillation. Strategic oscillation is an advanced component of TS that
provides the means to manage the interplay between intensi cation and diversi cation. Normally, strategic oscillation relies on choice rules to alternate the directions for intensi cation and diversi cation strategies.
As was mentioned in the description of the candidate list strategy, the percentage of the random sampling controls the degree of intensi cation and diversi cation. Based on this observation, we develop a simple oscillation mechanism that controls changes the percentage of random sampling. Let r be the percentage for random sampling in candidate list (in practice, the number of candidates selected for route A is r maxf100; jS(A)jg), and r 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 be the three di erent percentages (r 1 < r 2 < r 3 ), then r is reset to r 2 ; r 1 ; r 3 circularly after every iterations. By doing this, the search periodically alternates between diversi cation and intensi cation. Figure 2 depicts this strategic oscillation. TSP heuristics to nd better customer sequences of the routes so as to improve the VRP solutions. In Xu and Kelly (1996) , two TSP heuristics, namely 3-opt and TSTSP, are implemented. The 3-opt is a well-known local search method that removes three edges from the tour and then looks for a pro table way to reconnect the tour. It works fast and always terminates at a local optimum that may not be globally optimal. The TSTSP is a stand alone TS application for the TSP that employs basic injection neighborhood moves. It only applies basic TS components (i.e., the short term memory). The TSTSP is more powerful but also is more time-consuming than the 3-opt when the number of customers is moderately large. We use these two heuristics to improve our routes.
We execute the 3-opt on any candidate route produced by the two patching procedures. At each iteration of TS, we run the TSTSP on the current solution for that iteration. Since running TSTSP is time-consuming, we avoid repeat runs on the same route by marking the routes that have already been processed by the TSTSP. We also restrict running the TSTSP to routes whose number of customers exceeds a threshold number since the shorter routes are most likely already optimized by the 3-opt. Since the initial pool generated by Xu and Kelly's heuristic is already improved by the TSTSP, only the newly generated routes are subject to such an improvement. However, if the weighted saving method is used to generate the pool, we run the TSTSP for every quali ed route appearing in the current solution.
Computational Results
In this section, we present the computational results of our two-phase setpartitioning-based heuristic when applied to a set of fourteen benchmark problems from Christo des, Mingozzi and Toth (1979) . Among the fourteen problems, there are seven basic VRP problems that do not include the route length restrictions. The remaining seven problems use the same customer locations as the previous seven problems, but are subject to di erent capacity and additional route length constraints. Moreover, for these distance constrained VRP problems, there are units distance (translated from the service time) charged for visiting each customer. Since the total service time is a constant, it can be dropped from the total distance. However, the service time for each route is included in the route length (time), and therefore is subject to the route length (time) constraint. These fourteen problems have been well-explored by many researchers. We use both the weighted saving method and Xu and Kelly's algorithm to generate the initial route pools, then process the two di erent pools with the same set-partitioning heuristic.
We rst describe the parameter settings for our heuristic, then provide the computational results and comparisons with other recent heuristics. Finally, we conduct a performance analysis that discloses the relative contributions made by the various components of the algorithm.
3.1. Parameter Setting. Our algorithm contains several parameters, many of which are preset to reasonable values and are not ne tuned. The performance of the algorithm may be further improved using systematic ne tuning methods, such as the statistical test-based method proposed by Xu, Chiu and Glover (1998) .
We rst describe the parameters used for the two generation methods. We generate the weight parameters g and f for the weighted saving method as follows. The g value is rst obtained from a 16 element circular list (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, : : :, 1.9, 2.0). For each given g, the f value is also obtained from a 10 number circular list (0.1, 0. We improve each route using a 3-opt TSP procedure. The heuristic terminates when 10,000 (N) distinctive routes have been collected.
For the generator using Xu and Kelly's algorithm (Xu and Kelly, 1996) , we inherit the same base parameter settings. The additional parameters for addressing the route length constraint are given as follows. The penalty parameter p is checked and reset periodically every 50 iterations. To guarantee the quality of the routes collected and to avoid exceedingly short routes, we harvest the routes after 20,000 iterations and only routes with more than two customers are put into the pool. The heuristic terminates when 10,000 (N = 10; 000) distinctive routes are collected.
We next describe the parameter setting for our set-partitioning approach.
The algorithm terminates after 1,000 iterations ( all problems obtained their best solutions before that time). The size of the route pool is de ned as 50,000
(N = 10; 000 and N 0 = 40; 000). The long term memory takes e ect after 300 iterations and C = 300. The capacity for similar list of each route is set to 199.
The limit for de ning a similar route, , is set to 4.
The random sampling percentages for strategic oscillation are set to r 1 = 5%, r 2 = 1% and r 3 = 10%. The percentage is altered periodically every 100 iterations ( = 100). The tabu tenure for short term memory is generated uniformly between 10 and 20 for each iteration.
Computational Results and Comparisons.
We rst present the computational results of our algorithms for the fourteen benchmark problems designed by Christo des, Mingozzi and Toth (1979) . In the following table,
we list the problem name, the problem parameters (n; m; Q; L; ), best published solutions, the \pure" solutions (that we will explain later), the solutions obtained by our set-partitioning algorithm using the weighted saving generator (SAV SP) and using Xu and Kelly algorithm (XK SP) generator. In SAV SP and XK SP, we list the best feasible solution found in the Generation phase (GEN) and the set-partitioning solution (SP ). If a Generation method fails to nd a feasible solution for a certain test problem, we mark the corresponding cell as \NA". For these 14 test problems, the best known solutions for C1 and C12 have been proven optimal by Hadjiconstantinou, Christo des and Mingozzi (1995) and Fisher (1994) respectively. (Fisher's solution for C12 is also optimal for the xed number of vehicles m). The best known solutions are mostly found by Taillard (1993) , except for C5 and C10, which are produced by Rochat and Taillard (1996) . The pure solutions are obtained by directly solving the set-partitioning model ((1)|(3)) using the generic integer programming commercial solver CPLEX. The solutions represents the best integer solutions by the time either CPLEX runs out of memory, or an optimal solution is found (marked as ). The initial pool 10,000 routes generated by the saving method is used in this model. The pure solution
column is added to better analyze the e ectiveness of our tabu search-based set-partitioning method as a stand-alone approach. All results are obtained using real distances. We also mark our solutions that tie the best known solutions with asterisks. By analyzing the results in Table 1 , we nd that our set-partitioning heuristic can e ectively improve the solutions produced by both generators. It improves all cases where the generators do not nd the best known solutions. It also produce good solutions when the generators fail to nd feasible solutions.
In comparisons to the best known solutions, it nds 10 best known solutions out of 14 problems using the XK generator, and 5 out of 14 using the weighted savings generator. The sophisticated XK generator produces very good solution pools for the seven problems with capacity constraints. However, its performance for the seven route length constrained problems is less impressive.
It nds one best known solution (C6), but fails to nd a feasible solution for C9. For the other 5 problems, the best solutions it nds are poor compared with the best known solutions. This indicates that the simple modi cation we describe in section 2.1 does not e ectively address the additional route length constraints. Meanwhile, the primitive weighted saving method, though very simple, produces 4 better initial solutions than XK. However, we need to point out that the quality of the nal solutions of the set-partitioning method depends much on the overall quality of the entire pool, not on the individual solutions (i.e., the best solutions obtained by the generator). In this sense, XK produces better pools in general. For example, the weighted saving method nds better solutions in C8 and C9, but XK SP produces better nal outcomes. However, for C13, SAV SP dominates XK SP. This does indicate the potential for improvement by using better generators or multiple generators.
In connection with the pure solutions, it is evident that there exist some cases (e.g., C2, C7 and C11) where the generation algorithm could not nd all the routes required by the best published solutions. The two patching procedures e ectively remedy the generation faults and help nd better solutions than CPLEX. However, in general the high quality of the pure solutions indicates that the generation phase does indeed produce high quality routes that can be combined in a superior solution.
We compare our solutions with recent heuristics using real distance in the following table. The heuristics include Osman (1993){O , Taillard (1993) { T), Gendreau, Hertz and Laporte (1994) { GHL, Rego and Roucairol (1995) , { RR, Rochat and Taillard (1995) { RT) and Xu and Kelly (1996) Compared with the Taillard's method, which produces the most best known solutions, we tie in ten cases, and produce the inferior solutions in the remaining four problems. In comparison to the Xu and Kelly's algorithm, which is also used in an abbreviated form as the Generation method, we nd that our setpartitioning method can match the solutions by XK by improving in one case, tieing in ve cases, and producing an inferior solution in one case. The solutions of SAV SP, though using primitive saving generator, still outperform those of Osman by improving in seven cases, tieing in four cases, and obtaining worse solutions in three cases. It also yields better solutions in several instances when compared to GHL, RR and XK SP. As observed, most of the inferior solutions produced are for instances with route length constraints. We conjecture that this is because we do not have a high quality generator that can e ectively address the route length restrictions. (Our results are very competitive for the seven capacity-only problems.)
Meanwhile, as previously pointed out, the set-partitioning approach, as an improvement method, is quite e ective in improving the solutions produced by both Generation methods. Therefore, the comparisions in Table 2 reported the times to obtain the best solutions on a VAX 8600 workstation. Table 4 , we nd that our integrated heuristic works better than any of the alternatives that disables a speci c component. This indicates that all components contribute to producing high quality solutions. We also observe that the individual contribution by each component is marginal, due to the good performance of the overall algorithm. For example, though for NLT, the long term memory is disabled, we still have the random sampling candidate list and strategic oscillation strategies to address diversi cation. So NLT still yields good outcomes. However, for C10 and C13, we nd that our XK SP is outperformed by r 1 , indicating that there is a potential for improvement by ne-tuning the algorithm parameters.
Conclusions
We propose a two-phase approach for the well-known VRP. The algorithm is based on the idea of the set-partitioning model, and incorporates \Vocabulary
Building" concepts discussed in Glover (1996) . Speci cally, solution fragments (routes) are combined in a systematic way to produce high quality solutions.
The rst phase of the algorithm is to generate unique routes using simple construction methods and existing codes. This Generation phase may incorporate most restrictions found in real world problems. The second phase is to nd superior solutions by integrating good routes. While the rst phase is trivial, the second phase requires innovative techniques to solve the set-partitioning model.
We develop a Tabu Search based algorithm for the set-partitioning model.
This algorithm incorporates elementary features of TS such as short term memory, as well as many advanced strategies such as strategic oscillation and candidate list strategies based on similarity measures and random sampling. It also includes two patching procedures which are used to handle the cases of \over-covered" and \uncovered" customers, respectively. These two procedures are able to produce new routes that combine the good attributes of the existing routes. The new routes are added to the route pool for the next iteration. We also devised e cient data structures for pool management.
We have conducted experiments for our algorithm on fourteen well-recognized benchmark problems in the literature. Our algorithm obtains best-known solutions for ten problems. Even for the cases where the Generation methods could not nd feasible solutions, our set-partitioning approach can still nd reasonably good solutions. Moreover, our set-partitioning heuristic can signi cantly improve solution quality obtained by the generation heuristics.
Currently, the operations of Generation and Integration are independent. The quality and diversity of the routes in the pool generated by Generation have signi cant impact on the ability to achieve extremely high quality solutions. Finding a better Generation heuristic or developing a mechanism which can coordinate the interplay between Generation and Integration are promising avenues for future research.
